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ABSTRACT
We study attempts to dynamically update DNS records for
private (RFC1918) addresses, by analyzing the frequency
spectrum of updates observed at an authoritative name-
server for these addresses. Using a discrete autocorrelation
algorithm we found that updates series have periods of 60
or 75 minutes, which we identified as default settings of out-
of-the-box Microsoft Windows 2000 and XP DNS software.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we analyze spurious machine-generated traf-

fic in the worldwide Domain Name System (DNS) – at-
tempts to update address-to-hostname mappings in name-
servers at the top of the DNS hierarchy.

Most of the DNS traffic we observed dealt with so called
private, or RFC1918 addresses. We discovered that a large
portion of these updates are caused by the default config-
uration of the DHCP/DNS servers shipped with Microsoft
systems. This server software sends periodic updates with
frequencies that we found with spectral analysis and con-
firmed by laboratory experiment and vendor documentation.
This (mis)configuration is so widespread that patterns of In-
ternet access by end users are reflected in the pulsations of
the flow of DNS updates. The resulting traffic is not only a
waste of global Internet resources, but also raises security,
privacy and intellectual property questions of its own.

Since mid-2002 almost all RFC1918 update traffic is de-
flected from the roots to blackhole servers. These servers do
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not solve the problem but at least protect the roots from mis-
guided traffic. The creation of worldwide system of author-
itative servers for RFC1918 addresses1 as proposed by Paul
Vixie proved feasibility of anycast routing for building global
infrastructures, and enabled diversification of root servers’
deployment. An unsolved problem is how to protect servers
from load swings when route preferences suddenly change:
a DNS question becomes a routing challenge.

The analysis we present here extends work on measure-
ment, performance and placement of DNS root servers [1]
In particular, [1] [2] discuss the ubiquity of DNS misconfig-
uration in queries at the root servers. For a complementary
view on the root server load problem, we recommend [3].
The full version of this paper is also available [4].

The identification techniques that we call network spec-

troscopy are based on patterns of delay quantization. They
apply to a variety of other setups [5]. We have used them
for bitrate estimation and broadband source recognition [6],
and we are currently testing them on BGP updates.

2. RESULTS
We present here analyses of two datasets, D1 (May 28-

June 04, 2002, 98 M updates, 1.2 M source IP addresses)
and D2 (July 04-30, 304 M updates, 2.4 M IPs.)

A preliminary analysis of possible causes of the RFC1918
updates phenomenon revealed that:

1. The volume of updates surges sharply at local mid-
night for each time zone with a large population of Internet
users. Daily/weekly update rate variations are consistent
with common patterns of human activity.

2. The majority (60%) of updates are from sources that
send them constantly (Fig.1a.) Most of updates are from
medium-rate contributors rather than from mice or elephants
(Fig.1b.) Average update rates have two spikes near 1 and
2.4 updates/hour (Fig.2a) for both source IP and update
weights, and a hump at 1 update per 1-3 days (IP weight.)

3. Most source IP addresses are those of home and small
business users connected to the Internet via cable, DSL or
phone-based Internet providers. Academic, corporate and
backbone networks contribute a minor amount of updates.

Our observations indicate that DNS updates come from
computers owned by individuals, not organizations. The
majority of them use the software with default vendor set-
tings. It is natural to assume (cf. observation (2)), that
persistent update generation is the default behavior of Mi-

1Blackhole servers use addresses in 192.175.48.0/24. This
prefix is announced by 14 or more ASes, mostly with origin
AS 112 (see www.as112.net for details.)
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Figure 1: a) Update flow duration cdf b) Mice,
mules and elephants

crosoft’s DNS implementation. To find out what causes the
periodic update traffic, we took the following steps:

1. Analyzed interarrival times, identifying two narrow
spikes using a discrete autocorrelation function (see below.)
The prevalent periods were found to reflect one update per
hour and 3 updates per 75 minutes.

2. Set up laboratory experiment with off-the-shelf soft-
ware confirming that Windows (2000 and XP) DHCP/DNS
servers send periodic DNS updates.

3. Found Microsoft documentation describing their DNS
update implementation with observed periods as the default
behavior for their operating systems.

2.1 Update periods
The update data contains interleaved sequences sent on

behalf of several local hosts that can join and leave the pri-
vate network. Together with the occasional missing or extra
updates, these variations require a robust algorithm to dis-
till. That is why we matched binary orders of magnitude
rather than numeric values. Our discrete autocorrelation
algorithm finds the fraction of periodic updates as follows:

1. For any source with n ≥ 10 updates, take binary loga-
rithms bi = blog2 dic of interarrival delays di, i = 1, . . . , n.

2. For each shift k of the sequence bi by k = 1, . . . , 30,

count the number of positions r in which bi = bi+k.
3. Find the lag l > 0 which maximizes match count r;

discard the source if r < 0.1n.

4. Find the longest interval g ≤ i ≤ g′ with bi = bi+l.
5. Extract l interarrival times dg, . . . , dg+l−1. Take the

sum
∑g+l−1

i=g
di as the period’s estimate.

This algorithm was able to disambiguate interleaved se-
quences (Fig.2b). See [4] for NATted hosts counts (cf. [7].)

2.2 Microsoft documentation
The Microsoft documentation admits to periodic updates

and spikes at local midnight. The latter come from the
NetLogon service trying to register the forward and reverse
DNS mappings every 24 hours [8].2

The 75 minute period is a sum of 5, 10, and 60 minute
timeouts (Windows 2000 DNS Whitepaper [9].)

Before the introduction of blackhole servers, the leakage of
private addresses to root servers was caused by devolution

(removal of higher-level labels from domain) when trying
to locate server authoritative for an address-to-name map

2“By default, DNS records are re-registered dynamically and
periodically every 24 hours by Windows 2000 Professional
and every 1 hour by Windows 2000 Server and Windows
2000 Advanced Server” [8]. ”By default, the DHCP server
updates the PTR resource record” [9]. This applies to all
IP addresses served by DHCP, private and globally unique.
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Figure 2: a) Update rates b) Update periods

(PTR record.) Since e.g. 168.192.in-addr.arpa had no
authoritative server, devolution proceeded to the second-
level domain. The vendor’s algorithm missed the fact that
authority for in-addr.arpa is vested in the root servers.

3. CONCLUSIONS
We have demonstrated that the majority of periodic up-

dates derives from Windows 2000 and Windows XP. Prior
to the deployment of the AS112 authoritative servers for
RFC1918 address space (Spring 2002), Microsoft-based ma-
chines with private addresses tried to update the DNS root
servers, which can be compared to a massive DDoS attack.

We conclude that Microsoft must change the default con-
figuration so that dynamic DNS updates are disabled and
user configuration, or lack thereof, does not enable RFC1918-
related traffic to propagate beyond the local subnet.

More generally we consider this study a compelling ex-
ample of why software and setups affecting stability of the
Internet’s infrastructure must be designed with careful at-
tention to potential effects of engineering decisions. Indeed
the current state of desktop software poses a burden on, if
not threat to, the robustness of the global Internet.
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